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Specifications

Catalog No. BK4139

Year 2024

Launched the 1st time NY

Length 14,50

Width 4,70

Weight 12730

Depth (min / max) 2,30/1,75

Engine manufacturer Yanmar
4JH57

Horsepower 57

Hours 0

Fuel tank 244

Water Tank 554/798

Number of cabins / sleeping
accommodations 4/10

Headroom 2,02

Boat change possible Ja

Location AB Værft

Bavaria C46



2,957,812.00 DKK

Description

The new Bavaria C46 sailboat is an impressive addition to Bavaria's extensive range of
sailboats. The Bavaria C46 is known for its combination of luxury, performance and
comfort, which makes it suitable for both short trips and longer voyages. Here are some of
the key features and characteristics of the Bavaria C46.  For further information or to
arrange a demonstration, contact Henrik Lund • Phone 0045 40325968 or E-mail:
hl@dmc-as.dkBavaria C46 is designed with a focus on aesthetics and functionality. The
boat has clean lines and a modern appearance that makes it an eye-catcher on the water.
The boat has a spacious and well-equipped cabin that offers plenty of space for the crew.
There are comfortable seating areas and plenty of natural light thanks to the large
windows. The boat is available in various layout options, including 3 or 4 cabins, allowing
for flexibility when it comes to crew and accommodation. The Bavaria C46 offers
impressive sailing qualities and performance. It is easy to handle and responds quickly to
steering, which makes it suitable for both experienced sailors and those who are new to
sailing. The boat is equipped with modern technology and navigation equipment, which
makes sailing more comfortable and safe. This includes advanced navigation instruments
and engine management systems. Comfort is a key feature of the Bavaria C46. It has a
well-equipped kitchen facility, spacious bathrooms and comfortable sleeping cabins. There
is also a large salon where the crew can relax and socialize. The boat is built with quality
materials and the best German boatbuilding craftsmanship, ensuring durability and
reliability over time. The deck and cockpit are designed with sailing comfort in mind. There
is plenty of room for the crew and the sail trim options are easily accessible. Overall, the
Bavaria C46 is a modern and luxurious sailboat that combines elegance with high
performance and comfort. It is suitable for sailors who want to explore the waters with style
and reliability. 

Accessories

Finansieringsforslag

Kan finansieres for kun Kr. 24,833.00/md

Udbetaling Kr. 739,453.00

Lånebeløb Kr. 2,218,359.00

Oprettelsesomkostninger Kr. 39,163.00

Hovedstol Kr. 2,257,522.00

Pålydende variabel rente 5.93 %

Debitorrente, variabel, årlig 5.80 %

Tilbagebetalingstid 10 år

Samlet tilbagebetaling Kr. 2,979,960.00

Heraf fradragsberettigede 
renter i lånets løbetid Kr. 722,438.00

ÅOP 6.30 %

Bavaria C46
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The price of the boat is ab location, and if applicable. freight must therefore be added to the price. This Price List 2018/1 cancels all previously posted price lists
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